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Global technology company to demonstrate solutions that help restaurants transform their operations and build connected experiences

DULUTH, Ga.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 19, 2017-- NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) will focus on ‘the connected experience,’ for restaurants of all
types and sizes at the upcoming National Restaurant Association (NRA) show in Chicago where the company will showcase the latest in restaurant
technology innovation. Show attendees can experience NCR’s exhibition of software, hardware and solutions at Booth #6229 at the tradeshow, which
is being held in Chicago at McCormick Place on May 20-23, 2017.

“We run the everyday transactions that make your life easier – whether you are a chef, manager, owner, server, cashier or consumer. At our core, we
help restaurants embrace mobile and cloud capabilities, transform their operations and deliver an amazing guest experience,” said Don Zimmerman,
general manager, NCR Hospitality. “This year at the National Restaurant Association’s show we’ll be exhibiting technology and solutions that illustrate
the connected experience we deliver to restaurant operators, and how they can better engage with their guests to exceed customer expectations,
drive sales and grow customer loyalty.”

Booth technologies and solutions range from quick-service and table service platform-of-sale (POS) systems to the latest digital signage used to
engage consumers, and other restaurant technology including consumer self-ordering solutions, back office solutions, and pay-at-the-table solutions.

"We believe that by blending our expertise in restaurant technology with an equal commitment to optimizing efficiencies in all areas of a restaurant,
NCR is the only provider capable of bringing an integrated total solution for restaurants," said Zimmerman. “We invite attendees to see first-hand what
our technology can do for their restaurant."

NCR Technology in use at the Rational USA “Restaurant”

The NCR Aloha Mobile software running on NCR Orderman7 handheld devices will be in use at the Rational USA booth, #3442. Rational USA, a
manufacturer of high-end cooking equipment will have a small restaurant in their 50’ x 50’ booth in the South Hall. The restaurant will have a 12 table
café, offering a small menu with seating every 30 minutes for the duration of the show. Servers in the restaurant will be using NCR’s mobile POS
devices to take orders at the table, routing them directly into the kitchen.

About NCR Corporation

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leader in omni-channel solutions, turning everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences.
With its software, hardware and portfolio of services, NCR enables nearly 700 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality,
telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Ga., with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the
United States and other countries. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.

NCR encourages investors to visit its website, which is updated regularly with financial and other important information about NCR.

Web site: www.ncr.com
Twitter: @NCRCorporation
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ncrcorp
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/ncr-corporation
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/ncrcorporation

View source version on businesswire.com: http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170519005102/en/
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